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Abstract: Link analysis is the most important application of web structure mining
and serves as a new knowledge source in web information retrieval. However, the
mono-dimensional analysis of links neglects many other structural aspects. The
results presented in this article show that the structure of a site affects the in-links
for its pages. Link analysis algorithms need to be refined in order to account for
that fact.

1. Introduction
The Internet poses several new challenges for information retrieval and, at the same
time, offers additional knowledge sources. One of the main problems for search engines
is the heterogeneous quality of internet pages [HM02]. The common approach to
automatically measure the quality of a page has been link analysis. The number of links
pointing to a page are considered as main quality indicator. A large number of
algorithms for link analysis has been developed [He00]. The most well known are
probably the PageRank algorithm and its variants [Ha02, JW03]. However, link analysis
has several shortcomings.
The assignment of links is a social process leading to remarkable global patterns. The
number of in-links for a web page follows a power law distribution [DK01]. In such a
distribution, the median value is much lower than the average. That means, many pages
have few in-links while few pages have an extremely high number of in-links. The
quality or authority value derived from the link-structure needs to be aggregated with the
retrieval ranking. The power law distribution of authority values makes the value of
some pages very dominant while other have little influence.
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The influence of the power law is also visible for popularity measure in other social
networks [Ba02]. It indicates that web page authors choose the web sites they link to
without a thorough quality evaluation. Much rather, they act according to economic
principles and invest as little time as possible for their selection. As a consequence,
social actors in networks rely on the preferences of other actors. Pages with a high inlink degree are more likely to receive further in-links than other pages [PF02]. Another
reason for setting links is thematic similarity. A co-citation matrix between web pages of
different topics shows that most links are based on topical similarity [CJ02]. Definitely,
quality assessment is not the only reason for setting a link.
Link analysis in information retrieval does not consider site structure. An analysis
including the hierarchical position of a page within the site structure revealed an
important correlation. It showed that that pages low in the hierarchy are less likely to
receive in-links than top level pages like home pages [Ma02]. This analysis was based
on internet catalogues. In this paper, the study is extended to a crawl of non-catalogue
pages. The same trend was identified. However, different parameters are necessary to
describe the difference between catalogue and non-catalogue pages. Further structural
analysis hints that the hierarchical position has less influence on other page specific
features like the internal structure. The internal structure is also neglected by link
analysis, however, it has been of great interest in XML retrieval [FG01].
Large scale evaluation of web information retrieval is carried out within TREC (Text
Retrieval Conference, http://trec.nist.gov). TREC provides a testbed for information
retrieval experiments. The annual event is organized by the National Institute for
Standards and Technology (NIST) which maintains a large collection of documents.
Research groups apply their retrieval engines to this corpus and optimize them with
results from previous years. They send their results to NIST, where the relevance of the
retrieved documents is assessed. A few years ago, a web track has been introduced,
where a large snapshot of the web forms the document collection. In this context, link
based measures have been compared with standard retrieval rankings. The results show
that the consideration of link structure does not lead to better retrieval performance. Only
for the home page finding task, link based authority measures like the PageRank
algorithm have led to an improvement [Ha01, GS01, Ya01, Ma03]. As a consequence,
further refinement of link based algorithms is necessary.

2. Site Structure and In-Links
Web directories or internet catalogues are important services for the orientation in the
internet. They usually intend to topically organize information sources and to introduce a
certain level of quality control. Human editors monitor the web, evaluate pages and
comment on sites. They arrange internet resources in a topical hierarchy.
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One experiment presented in [Ma02] focused on the question to which catalogue pages
web authors tend to set their links. Are they likely to point to a general high level entry
page of a catalogue? Or do they value the work of the editing staff which may have
selected high quality sites for their special topic? In the latter case, more links to lower
levels of the hierarchy would be expected. The work presented in [Ma02] is extended to
non-catalogue pages and page structure which is discussed in chapter 3.
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Figure 1: Relation between In-Links and Hierarchical Position of a Page

2.1 Experiment and Results
The experiments presented focus on two German web catalogues (German version of the
Google directory and German Yahoo catalogue). The pages of these web directories as
well as the pages they point to were analyzed. A document object model (DOM) of each
page was derived. In addition, both Google and Altavista were queried about the number
of in-links to each of the pages. Some 3000 pages of the Google catalogue, some 4000
pages of the Yahoo directory and 8000 non-catalogue pages from search engine results
were parsed.
The results show a dramatic decrease in the number of links for lower hierarchy levels.
The lower the pages are positioned in the site hierarchy, the less likely they are to
receive in-links. The relationship between the average number of in-links for a page and
its position in the hierarchy are shown in figure 1. There also seems to be a difference
between the catalogue pages and non-catalogue pages. Assuming an exponential
distribution, the relation for catalogue pages can be approximated by an exponent of 4
whereas for the non-catalogue pages, an exponent of 0.3 results in a good approximation.
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Another analysis of the non catalogue page crawl is shown in figure 2. The in-link
degree is shown in relation to the percentage of pages with that in-link degree. It is
clearly visible that the pages on different hierarchical levels exhibit a different
cumulative distribution. Especially the pages on level 0 which are the home pages of the
sites have a considerable higher probability of receiving in-links than other pages.
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Figure 2: Cumulative Distribution for In-Links and Hierarchical Position of a Page

2.2 Consequences for link analysis algorithms
These results should be considered by the developers of web search engines. A more
adequate exploitation of link structure may result in better retrieval results. Currently,
link-based measures do not take into account the hierarchical position of a page.
However, a page deep in the hierarchy which receives relatively many back-links
deserves to be assigned a higher authority value.
Furthermore, the analysis shows how web page authors assume, that catalogue pages are
used best. They prefer the presence of further options over pointing to a very specific
page. Rather than targeting pages with a narrow topical focus on lower hierarchical
levels, they infer that users will benefit from further options for browsing. Web page
authors stress the importance of navigation by browsing as information finding strategy
in human-computer interaction.
The experiments presented here also shed light on limits of the automatic evaluation of
catalogue sites. This is especially interesting for systems which automatically search for
the most authoritative catalogue page for a given topic. These would need to observe the
hierarchical position of a topic within a catalogue.
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3. Page Structure
Further structural analysis of the pages tried to reveal whether the hierarchical position
has also effects on the structure of a page. If that is the case, home pages would be
structurally different from other pages. This fact may bias their indexing results in search
engines. This may ultimately lead to higher in-link counts. In that case, the results from
the previous chapter may also have structural reasons. However, this could not be
verified.
The analysis of non-catalogue pages was extended to page properties. We extracted the
number of nodes in the document object model (DOM) derived from the page, the
number of tables and the number of meta tags. The two first parameters are indicators for
the structural complexity of a page whereas the number of meta tags indicates the extent
to which the author aids indexing. These parameters were compared to both the in-link
degree and the hierarchical position measured by the crawl order from the home pages.
An analysis of the pages shows that pages on higher levels in the site structure tree tend
to have more DOM elements with a lower deviation. They also seem to have more
tables. However, these trends are very weak. The study needs to be extended to a larger
number of pages and sites.
Table 1: Results of the Structural Analysis

Hierarchy Level
0
1
2
Hierarchy Level
0
1
2

Average
Nr DOM Elements Nr MetaTags
295.2
8.7
292.8
11.9
252.5
9.1
Standard Deviation
Nr DOM Elements Nr MetaTags
382.2
10.1
429.3
11.7
470.3
8.1

Nr Tables
13.6
10.9
9.5
Nr Tables
23.4
17.9
28.3

A correlation analysis between both crawl order and in-link degree to the other
parameters revealed no strong correlation. Only the number of tables and the number of
DOM elements in a page correlated with a value of 0.24 and 0.21 respectively to the
number of in-links.
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4. Outlook
Link analysis algorithms still suffer from many shortcomings. Some of them are
presented in chapter 1. In addition, the analysis in [Ma02], revealed no correlation
between the link based authority of a catalogue page and the link based authority of its
entries. Therefore, a quality definition for web pages should not rely on one of one
parameter only. It is necessary to find more reliable metrics for the quality of a web page
which can be derived automatically.
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